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इनमें से आऩके ऩास कौनसा डिजिटल 
ससंाधन प्रतिदिन उऩयोग हेि ुउऩलब्ध है? 

(सही विकल्ऩ में दटक लगाएं) 

1  व्हाट्सएप  

2 टीवी  
3 कोई भी नहीीं  

 

 *** 

Part A 
 

Q.1 Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below.  (5) 

       There are some benefits of switching over to solar energy. It is good for our environment 

and an incessant source of energy. Solar panels do not emit harmful greenhouse gases that 

cause global warming. The panels require very little maintenance and they are easy to install. 

Solar energy systems can be used in remote and hilly areas. It is a better option as it helps us to 

reduce our electricity bills. 

Questions:-  

Q.i-  State two benefits of switching over to solar energy ?    

Q.ii-  How do solar panels help in avoiding global warming ? 

Q.iii-  Why is using solar energy a better option ? Q.iv-  Another word for ‘ incessant ‘ is –  

(a) Unending (b) uncaring (c) unattended (d) unused 

Q.v-  Choose the noun form of the word ‘reduce’ from the following options.  



(a) Reducement (b) reduction (c) reduces (d) reducive 

Q. 2 Read the following poem carefully and answer the questions that follow.                     (5)  

Freedom is the right to do  

Anything that pleases you  

As long as you have insight  

That others also have a right, 

So remember that it is certainly wrong 

To deprive a Nightingale of its song  

To cheat the poor people as rich man do  

To rob the innocents as robbers do.  

Questions:  

(a) What is the freedom according to the poet?  

(b) What thing should we remember?  

(c) The synonym for the word ‘innocent’ is – 

(i) Cunning   (ii) sinful  (iii) sinless  (iv) ignorant 

(d) The word ‘freedom’ is –  

(i) Noun   (ii) adjective  (iii) adverb  (iv) verb 

(e) Which of the following words of the poem means ‘take away from’ 

(i) Cheat   (ii) deprive  (iii) insight  (iv) please 

 

Q.3 Write a paragraph (in about 50-60 words) on precautions and safety measures to prevent 

spreading Covid-19.                 (5) 

 

Q.4 Write an application to your class teacher to grant you two days sick leave                (5) 

                 OR          

Write a letter to your friend inviting him to attend your birthday party.  

 

Part B 
Q.5 Choose the correct word from the bracket to fill in the blank and complete the sentence.    

            (5) 

   i) -------- we are united, no one can harm us.   (As long as, As soon as) 

  ii) I sent a precious gift _____ my mother. (to, from, for) 

  iii) --------- iron is a useful metal. (A, An, The, no article)     

  iv) The employees will be fired ------- they work properly. (if, unless, or) 

  v)  you have to wait ----- the signal is green. (until, during, while)  

 

  

Q.6 Change the following sentence as instructed.                (4)                                                                                                    

i) Mohan was carrying a heavy bag.                 (change into past indefinite tense)  

ii) The soldiers saluted their commander. 



(change into interrogative) 

iii) He cut his nails last evening. 

(change into negative) 

iv) you/done/have/work/your/?. 

(Rearrange the words to make a sentence) 

Q.7 Use correct participle - present, past or perfect - of the verb in bracket to complete the 

sentence.                   (3)  

i) The ------ sun looks quite red. (rise) 

ii) Work ----- can not be undone. (do) 

iii) Having ----- the education, he applied for a job.(complete) 

 

Q.8 Fill in the blank with the right option given and complete the sentence.                        (3) 

i) The sun seems ------  round the earth. 

 (a) go (b) to go (c) went (d) goes 

ii) Everyone attended the class  ----- Rohit.  

(accept, except, expect) 

iii) Do not leave the room  -----  you finish the assigned task. 

(after, before, until) 

  Q. 9 Change the following sentences into reported speech.                                                      (3)  

 i) He asked me, “Have you finished reading the newspaper?” 

ii) She said to me, “Where are we going this summer?” 

iii) She said to him, “I don’t believe in your story.” 

 

Q. 10 Match the words in column A with their meanings in column B                                        (2)  

      A                                      B 

Uncanny               complete confusion and disorder 

Accomplish          a quarrel or an argument 

Chaos                                strange, difficult to explain 

To get into -                      finish successfully, achieve 

a row 

 


